
New advances in seismic data collection and processing have highlighted 
the need for methods of earthquake and fault visualization packaged in 
interactive, user-friendly software. The Southern California Earthquake 
Center Virtual Display of Objects (SCEC-VDO) aims to fill this role; a 
software tool used for the 3-dimensional visualization of seismic data, it 
allows for not only the display of 3D earthquake locations and fault objects 
on maps, but also the creation and saving of images and movies for 
analysis, presentation, and publication. Written in Java and utilizing the 
Visualization Toolkit (VTK) to render 3D content, SCEC-VDO is developed 
and continually updated by UseIT interns each year. 

California is currently experiencing an earthquake drought, meaning that no 
ground-rupturing earthquake has occurred on the principal faults of the San 
Andreas Fault (SAF) system in the past century. Using the data from 
simulated earthquake catalogs generated by RSQSim, a physics-based 
earthquake simulator, we developed SCEC-VDO capabilities to identify, 
visualize, and animate earthquake droughts along the SAF system given 
user-specified criteria such as drought length and minimum magnitude. In 
addition, we improved SCEC-VDO plugin interface consistency, its user 
manual with an update of its website and documentation, and overall 
software user friendliness with the implementation of loading screen 
overlays within some plugins. These changes will improve the accessibility 
of SCEC-VDO to potential users.

A progress bar was implemented for the earthquake simulator plugin. This 
appears when a user attempts to load in a catalog or event simulator file 
to indicate that they should wait before sending more inputs in the UI.
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Along with developing earthquake drought visualization and animation, we 
were able to successfully implement a number of changes to SCEC-VDO 
that will improve its appeal and ease of use to users. 

Changes ready for SCEC-VDO v18.9
● Completed earthquake drought simulator
● Earthquake drought probabilities visualization
● Progress bar implementation for earthquake simulator and 

catalog file loading
● Website redesigns, updated user documentation
● Updated UI - drawing tools and earthquake catalog plugins

Summary

The SCEC-VDO webpage will host official user documentation; it will instruct 
new users on how to install SCEC-VDO and offer basic tutorials for all plugins 
and features. We completely redesigned its homepage and user manual to be 
mobile- and cross-browser-friendly. 

Web Page and User Manual

Figure 4. Redesigned SCEC-VDO homepage and user manual for the coming 
release of SCEC-VDO version 18.9. View at scecvdo.usc.edu

SCEC-VDO is written with a Java backend and is developed entirely within the 
Eclipse integrated development environment. The main user interface is 
written using Swing, a GUI  toolkit. The map display in SCEC-VDO utilizes the 
VTK toolkit for 3D visualization. 

We used two HashMaps to visualize the drought length on the SAF system.

Figure 1. GUI for earthquake simulator plugin. Users can either leave the default 
values (shown) or choose animation duration, minimum magnitude for a 
drought-ending earthquake, and drought period indicator in years.

Figure 2. Earthquake drought visualization. The animation displays the main SAF 
faults changing in color based on how long the drought has been on that fault. 
Data is obtained from earthquake event simulator files from RSQSim.

Figure 3. Example of progress bar popup when user tries to load in a 
simulator event file in the earthquake simulator plugin.

Introduction

History of SCEC-VDO

2005: Began development using the now unsupported 
Java3D library

2006-2016: UseIT interns continue its development, 
adding necessary features and usability updates. 
Switched to VTK backend for visualization.

2017: Maiden release published (version 17.8). Stable features include:
● Timeline - users can animate data on a map over time to produce 

and save movies without the use of post-processing software
● Statefulness - enables users to save their project to continue 

working on it later
● Visualization - fault models, earthquake event catalogs, earthquake 

simulators, shakemaps

2018: Updated with more efficient directory rooting, map screenshot 
capture capabilities, and 2x faster loading times

2019: We identified and visualized earthquake droughts on the main faults 
of the SAF system (the San Andreas, Hayward, Elsinore, and San Jacinto 
faults) from simulated earthquake catalogs. 2019 Goal: users have the 
ability to specify earthquake criteria, such as minimum and maximum 
magnitude, to filter earthquakes from the catalogs.

For each year in the catalog:
If event occurs on a section: drought length value = 0, color → white
Else: drought length incremented, color updated according to scale

First HashMap:
Keys: IDs of fault sections 
Values: drought length in years

Second HashMap:
Keys: IDs of fault sections 
Values: color 
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